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INTRODUCTION 

The governing regime of schooling education in India is the Right of Children to Free and 

Compulsory Education Act 2009. The legislation was passed in 2009 to ensure that every child 

below the age of 14 years gets mandatory education so as to ensure complete literacy and to 

strengthen the youth force of the nation. The act, apart from focussing on increasing enrolment 

of students in schools also tries to ensure that the Government schools get best of required 

infrastructural and developmental facilities to withstand the cut throat competition in the sector. 

For instance, the schools must have a classroom per teacher, separate toilets for boys and girls, 

safe drinking water, pre-determined teacher student ratio, etc.  

Despite all these provisions there has been a continuous decline in the enrolment of students in 

Government Schools.1 Even schemes such as Mid-Day Meal, Free Text Books, and Free 

Education have failed to stop the drain of students to private institutions leaving aside the hopes 

of increasing enrolments. This casts a prima facie doubt on the role of teachers in 

implementation of the act. But are these the only group of people responsible for 

implementation or say poor implementation of the act? Or are there some other factors as well 

which are contributing to the aforementioned state. Hence the National Law University, took 

upon itself the responsibility to look into the situation prevailing and to find out the answers 

by practically experiencing the law as applied.  The task of visiting the schools and conducting 

the research on implementation of RTE act in different schools in Jodhpur district was thus 

entrusted to the Legal Aid and Awareness Committee (LAAC) of the University. The 

Committee came into being as a measure of social responsibility and medium for spreading 

awareness and sensitizing the layman regarding the implementation of law. The Committee 

under the patronage of the Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, Dr. Poonam Saxena comprises of faculty 

members and students pursuing their law degrees at the prestigious institution with frequent 

help from other student volunteers. As a Committee that is constituted of budding lawyers, the 

aim that the Committee seeks to achieve is working for the better implementation of the laws 

in force and is not only restricted to providing legal advice to the common man and organisation 

of awareness activities. The committee also aims to ensure effective implementation of various 

Centre and State government policies and to act as a bridge between the authorities and 

inhabitants of village.  

                                                 
1 http://indianexpress.com/article/education/student-enrolment-in-govt-elementary-schools-decreased-in-2013-

14-irani/ 
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In order to find out whether the RTE norms are being complied with, the members of the 

Committee visited 110 schools in 11 blocks of Jodhpur district with the objective of collecting 

data to identify the roadblocks in implementation of RTE and to suggest possible remedies to 

eliminate the hindrances. The intention was that absence of such facilities does not become a 

hindrance in providing quality education to the children.  

This report is the culmination of all the efforts which the committee has put in, the observations 

made during our visits, the proofs collected from the schools and the explanations and reasons 

given by the school authorities. It has led to some very shocking findings as the members came 

across utter disregard for the norms and other guidelines given under the RTE. The issues are 

highlighted further in the research study report which also suggests remedies for the 

lackadaisical attitude towards implementation of the RTE Act, 2009 that needs to be addressed 

as it is the need of the hour.  
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OBJECTIVES 

 

Being an actively aware committee of one of the most extensive law schools of India, the Legal 

aid and awareness Committee, NLU Jodhpur, takes it as its responsibility to ensure perfect 

implementation of all social legislations and to present its observations to the Government 

which is a major stakeholder in the process. We take it as a duty to observe the status of law in 

action and the utility of law to its subjects and to ultimately convey the results to the 

government. This research is one such effort to discharge the moral obligations. It has been 

conducted so as to get the correct and raw condition of the Right to Education Act, 2009 in the 

various areas of Jodhpur District. The initiative aims to look upon the lagging areas and to 

remove the intricacies and provide an aureate future for the children of this country.  

The committee marked its Expedition by espousing a village and after observing the condition 

of the school in that village, the vicinity of the village, was able to detect the loopholes in the 

implementation of the laws that are framed, but cannot be applied to these remote areas. 

Initially starting with Jodhpur district the team was brought face to face with the true condition 

of the RTE Act and the government schools which perform the most intricate function of the 

state “developing Human Resources for Tomorrow”. Though performing one of the most vital 

functions of the state, the recital, upkeep and quality of education provided by the schools, as 

per the Grund norm of the RTE act was not satisfactory. The research was conducted with the 

permission of the concerned authority. The committee did primary research on this and came 

up with true facts about the implementation of the act. The study will not only help to know 

the condition but will also help the government to further improve the mechanism of 

implementation. As part of this research the committee covered various core areas of the 

implementation process of this RTE act and formulated the future objective so as to cover 

whole Rajasthan to study the implementation of Right to Education Act, 2009 and to help 

remove the obstacles that are hindering the process of implementation of this act. The ultimate 

objective behind the study is to check whether the act is serving the purpose for which it was 

brought in or is it in itself a mere black letter law remaining in closed books. By this study we 

aim to present before the government, a clear picture of all government schools and to make 

suggestion if required.  
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This being an empirical research, it was very important to prepare a rationale on which the 

selection of schools, preparation of questionnaires and compilation of information would be 

based. Thus a simple method for selection was drawn up. A website called school report cards 

has a unique feature under which it has very logically arranged the data of around 1.5 million 

government schools in India. On the website, every district is first divided into blocks, with 

each block divided into clusters. Each cluster has different number of schools with different 

grades. Out of the total clusters, the cluster which had the highest variation in the school grades 

was selected for the purposes of the study.   

LIMITATIONS 

While planning the research we tried to avoid all possible errors and limitations. But there have 

been some factors which were out of our control. These factors have had an adverse effect, 

though not considerable, on this study. These factors are: 

1. In some schools, records were not available with the teachers to support their claims. 

Hence, we could not verify the information stated by them. As transfer and counselling 

process was going on, a lot of head masters who were transferred to another schools 

did not hand over the records properly to existing teachers. 

2. Some schools were locked when visited during the daytime (i.e. before 14:00 hrs) [One 

of the reason being transfer and counselling process]. Hence certain teacher-student 

specific information could not be gathered. But we’ve tried to gather all possible 

information with respect to the infrastructure, etc.  

3. All the government schools have a concrete communication channel form flow of 

information. Thus the information of our visit travelled ahead of us in some of the 

schools. This might have alerted the authorities.  

4. In various schools, we did not receive the sufficient cooperation to conduct the study. 

The school authorities did not allow us to take photographs of the school or speak to 

the students. This acted as a hindrance in collecting all the information for the purposes 

of the study.  
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These limitations though have kept us aloof from a 100% accuracy and symmetry benchmark, 

but the same has not been able to deviate us for more than 5%. But we feel to disclose all the 

limitations so that the readers bestow their trust on this report. 
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A JOURNEY THROUGH STATISTICS 

The Research on Implementation of RTE Act was conducted in 110 judiciously selected 

schools in Jodhpur district. The results after an extensive 15 days field study have been very 

awful. It has been found that not even one school has 100% compliant of the RTE norms. This 

itself reflects the effectiveness of the legislation and is an evidence of the lackadaisical desire 

of responsible authorities to implement it.  Other major findings have been discussed below.  

Quality of Education: A Mockery 

The primary object of the RTE Act is to ensure better quality of education and instil utmost 

literacy. But condition of schools in Jodhpur sing an altogether different song. In around 86.5% 

of schools (77 of 89) the students were not able to answer simple questions of English (Fig. 1). 

Moreover 76.47% (65 of 85) school students did not know how to solve simple addition, 

multiplication type questions (Fig. 1). In most of these schools the students so answering the 

questions were from Grade 5th or above. What more is required to reflect the standards of 

education being imparted to the students? Pondering upon the reasons we found out that in 81 

of the 91 schools our members could witness students doing work apart from studying such as 

cleaning utensils, fetching water from water tanks, serving water or tea, cleaning classroom 

floors, etc. (Fig. 2). They could also witness a mismatch between entries in the staff attendance 

register and the actual presence of teachers in the school. In many schools teachers were neither 

marked absent nor present when schools were visited. This could also be an important factor 

leading to poor quality of education. But what makes it more serious is the picture other side. 

Almost every school visited by the teams was witnessing acute shortage of staff. Majority of 

schools were not having any support, clerical or cleanliness staff, while some (18 of 79 Primary 

and Upper Primary Schools) had poor Teacher Pupil Ratio. Thus teachers were helplessly 

burdened with completing piles of documents, cleaning premises, maintaining records, etc. 

This fact is accompanied by another crucial situation that a single teacher had to take all the 

classes in various schools. In around 65% of schools (60 of 92) multiple classes were conducted 

together (Fig. 3). Which means a fifth class student was being taught the same subject of same 

level along with a 1st standard student. This has appeared to be a very serious problem seen 

throughout our study, all this being done at the cost of education leading to a sharp decline in 

enrolments. 
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Figure 1 

 

Figure 2 
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Figure 3 
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register.  
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facilities for every school to have. These include, inter alia, availability of safe drinking water, 

separate toilets for boys and girls, a usable playground. But to our utter dismay, the schools in 

Jodhpur seem to have turned a blind eye towards any such developmental aspect. Access to 

safe drinking water which has been considered by the Hon’ble Supreme Court as a fundamental 

right, seemed as a distant dream to the students and teachers. Our very 1st school i.e. GPS 

Dhirami Meghwalo Ki Dhani, Shergarh, Jodhpur did not even have a water connection. And 

the numbers gradually increased leading to a total of 59 schools (Around 59.60%) which had 

no mode of safe drinking water (fig. 4). What they had was an untidy and filthy tank fed by 

either rain water or with a commercial water tanker, which according to the teachers was paid 

for by them only. Students either brought water from home or had to strive for healthy clean 

water.  Around 77% of the schools visited (74 of 96) had uncovered toilets with no toilet seat 

(fig. 5). Whereas another 78.88% schools had toilets with doors, 67.60% of these (i.e. 48 of 71 

where there were doors) had their door locked for the students. For various reasons, as per the 

school authorities, the toilets were not being used and hence had to be locked (fig. 5). Now the 

most surprising part is that only 18% schools had clean open (uncovered) toilets and another 

18% had clean covered toilets (fig. 5). And by unclean we mean unbearably unclean to the 

extent that in one of the schools (GSSS Feench, Luni) we found a carcass of a dog lying in the 

toilets. This clearly reflects the level of hygiene and cleanliness we have achieved under the 

coveted ‘Swachh Bharat Mission’. Adding to the despoiled hygiene was the fact that there was 

no arrangement for hand wash in 72 of 96 schools visited (75%) (Fig. 6). Student either washed 

hands from the little water available in school or used sand to rub their hands.  

 

Figure 4 
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Figure 5 

 

Figure 6 
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One of the most important infrastructural element in a school is the classroom. Its architecture, 

utility, etc should generate a sense of pleasure among the students and teachers. But classrooms 

in Jodhpur government schools, especially the rural areas had a different story. Most of the 

rural primary schools had no electricity connection forcing the students to study outside the 

classrooms. There were around 42% schools (38 of 92) where classes were conducted outside 

the classrooms (Fig. 3). The reason being either no electricity or the roof leaking heavily during 

rains or the classrooms were being used as kitchen or storeroom, etc. this was the story of 

almost every primary school.  

Talking about the playground and sports equipment made mandatory under the RTE act, we 

found that 18 schools did not even have playgrounds. Another half of the schools (52) had a 

playground but that was only usable to keep students away from playing or for cattle to graze 

(Fig 7). This is because the playgrounds were not levelled and were full of thorny bushes and 

gravels and stones making them entirely unfit for being used as playgrounds. Availability of 

sports material is another questionable area. Every school receives certain fund for getting 

sports equipment, but 46% of schools (43 of 93) had no sports material for the students to play 

(Fig 8). And out of the rest 54% schools which had sports material, in around 76% schools 

students were not using the sports material hampering the all-round development of the 

students (Fig 8).    

Figure 7 
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Figure 8 

Mid Day Meal 

Mid-day meal (MDM) is a scheme started by the government to attract students to the schools. 

Under the scheme every government school provides lunch to the primary and upper primary 

students for free. But the MDM scheme has always been in question with respect to the quality 

of food2. But here we tend to highlight some other issue. The government in order to facilitate 

easy cooking and protect environment started providing LPG Cylinders to the schools to cook 

food. But the contention here is that in 37 schools of the total visited, the cook was still using 

wood as a fuel to cook food (Fig. 9). Cylinders were either not available in the schools or were 

empty or were only used by the teachers to prepare their tea and coffee. When enquired we 

received a very polite answer stating that “cylinder toh ghar pe hai, bharwaane k liye rakha 

hai”. When further enquired the cook said that she had not used cylinders for many days and 

is being cooking food using wood only. This therefore is an issue which needs the attention of 

the authorities.  

                                                 
2 http://www.ndtv.com/india-news/mid-day-meal-scheme-continues-to-remain-poor-says-government-1256580 
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Figure 9 

Computers 
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help to the users. Though RTE act provides only for senior and senior secondary schools to 

have computers, but we feel that every school must have a computer so as to facilitate easy 

working and data entry. Moreover computer education is to be considered must for every 
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senior secondary schools. But a data which is more relevant here is that out of 20 secondary 
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computer education. 

 

Figure 10 
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School Management Committees: Formal Myths 

When one generally looks at the dreary situation of the schools, he tends to accuse the teachers 

of the same. But our teams found out the other side as well. It is mandatory to have a School 

Management Committee (or School Development and Management Committee as the case 

may be) and call meetings every month to discuss the problems and issues related to school. It 

is great to know that every school had an SMC or SDMC as the case may be, but it is equally 

disappointing to know that these committees were merely piling up papers and were not very 

useful. More than half of the schools did not have a meeting per month in session 2015-16 

despite it being mandatory (Fig. 11). And all those which had convened a meeting found it to 

be a mere formality. Thus something needs to be done to make this potential scheme a fruitful 

endeavour.  

 

Figure 11 
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SPECIAL ELEVEN  

This section bring out the worst eleven schools in eleven blocks of Jodhpur. As it was not 

feasible to bring to our readers, the condition of all schools individually, hence we’ve tried to 

bring out one school from every block covered so as to give to our readers an objective idea of 

other schools as well.   
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GPS DINGARI MATA KI THAN 
Bilara 

he members’ visit to this school revealed many odd and peculiar things about the 

functioning of the school. Firstly, the conversation that the members had with the 

Headmaster was fishy. He was not present when the members reached the school, but 

no entry had been made to this effect in the register. The members were told that he had gone 

to buy flour for the mid-day meal (the members later observed ample amounts of wheat stocked 

in the school) but when the Headmaster finally came, he returned empty-handed, save for some 

medicines. He justified the delay by saying that he was not well. This was the first of the several 

unconvincing things told to the members. 

Secondly, the school stood completely 

defenseless as it had no boundary wall, fencing or 

gate. The school had three rooms in total, two of 

which served as classrooms and were in dire need 

of repair. Thirdly, the classes were being 

conducted in the corridor of the school and classes 

were held for several grades together. The 

Headmaster was the only teaching staff in the 

school, along with the help of one Ward whose 

appointment seemed suspect as it had been done 

by the villagers and not the Government. The 

students were being taught four subjects, of which 

English was not the one, and upon being asked 

basic questions, they were not able to answer even 

a single one. Fourthly, the school did not have a 

library facility and no books had been issued in 

the previous year, save one as per some highly 

dubious records shown to the members. The school did not have a facility for computer 

laboratory. While there was a ground in the school, it was extremely uneven and unfit for the 

purpose of playing as it was full of stones and bushes. Fifthly, the school did not have any 

mode of provision for safe drinking water and the only facility was a filthy rain water harvesting 

tank used all-year round. Though there were two bathrooms, one for girls and one for boys, 

they were in a disgusting condition, filled to the brim with rocks, mud, leaves, twigs and feces 

T 

Toilet  
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– clearly indicative of the fact that they 

are not cleaned regularly. There was no 

drainage system or handwash or water 

sanitation facility. Sixthly, the members 

were told School Management 

Committee Meetings and Medical 

Check-ups happen regularly but no 

records could be produced to show the 

same. 

Another peculiar thing that happened 

was regarding the mid-day meal 

(cooked in unhygienic conditions). The 

food was being cooked using wood as 

fuel and when the members questioned 

why, they were told that it was kept at 

the Headmaster’s house due to fear of 

theft and he would bring it to the school daily. Upon being questioned as to why it had not been 

brought on that particular day, he corrected himself and said he brought it sometimes.  

There were multiple irregularities in the school. We sensed that the school was trying to paint 

a rosy picture to hide the truth. In our opinion, these irregularities need to be unrevealed at the 

earliest in order to save the future of the children. 

Grade given by NUEPA: 6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MDM prepared without using cylinder  
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GPS BHARKUNDA NADA SALWA KALLAN 
Mandore 

The school is not connected by pakka road (paving) as it is situated in the middle of wild 

vegetation and surrounded with dangerous stones and thorny bushes. It is very difficult for 

anyone to reach there. The boundary wall also gives no hope as it is merely 4 feet high. 

Moreover, it is broken from many places due to which cattle jump into the school. Besides that, 

no classroom was there in the school. 

Classes were being conducted in the 

verandah of the temple by one teacher 

who taught all the students of different 

classes at the same time. This verandah 

itself was cleaned by the students. 

Students are not using  two portable 

toilets near the school provided by the 

government as they were in unusable 

condition. They are compelled to 

defecate in the open. Additionally, 

they do not get drinking water facility 

in the school. They have to fetch 

unclean and impure water from tank. Teachers bring water from their homes as they tend to 

avoid tank water. There was no hand wash facility in the school. Students wash hand from the 

same source of drinking water. A playground is a distant call in such a school. The minimal 

space which could be used by the students to play is totally barren and full of thorns, pebbles 

and is highly unleveled. When asked about the SMC register, the headmaster replied that it has 

been kept at his home. According to students, parents rarely came to the school. There was no 

library and no books other than the course books for the students. The mid-day meal was 

provided to the students irregularly and the utensils for which had to be brought by the students 

themselves. The food was cooked at the cook’s house employed by the school and the grains 

and food material provided by the government were also kept at her house. All of this clearly 

indicates there is no monitoring mechanism for proper management of government resources. 

Grade given by NUEPA- 3 

 

Student cleaning her classroom  
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GPS GILAWATI NEVRA 
Osiyan 

Our visit to this school disclosed its extremely poor condition. The school is not connected by 

a paved road. Its boundary wall is incomplete and broken. Around forty-two students have been 

enrolled in the school that is taught by two teachers. The school has two classrooms and an 

office having no separate room for kitchen. The office is also used as a store room. On the day 

of the visit, only one classroom was open which was under construction. The other classroom 

was locked and its keys were given to the villagers. Villagers had used the room last night for 

some marriage purposes as stated by the head master. Consequently, all students [from grade I 

to grade V] were taught in the verandah where beer bottles were also lying. On seeing our team, 

one of the teachers got up and threw those bottles out of the school. We were further 

disappointed when students were not able to answer even the basic questions. The school does 

not have the basic amenities as well. The toilets are extremely dirty and the sanitation level is 

very poor. There are three toilets for boys and two [one with door and the other without door] 

for girls. In the girls’ toilet, beer bottles were found. In the name of drinking water, an unclean 

tank with meagre quantity of water is available for the students. On the other hand, the teachers 

use water camper. The school does not have any electricity either. The playground is so uneven 

that the students cannot use it for playing. Besides this, they do not get any equipment available 

to play with. Lack of electricity creates severe problems for the students studying there during 

hot summer seasons. There is no separate room for kitchen. The teacher stated that the food is 

Girls' Toilet  
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cooked in the headmaster-cum-office room. However, the students, on being asked, told that 

they were not given mid day meal for last 3 days. No medical check-up of students have been 

done in the last 2 years. No parent teacher meeting takes place except on the special occasions. 

From all the above observations, it can be easily concluded that there is an urgent need to 

monitor the implementation of the Right to Education Act, 2009.  

Grade given by NUEPA: 8 
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GPS HEERANADI 
Luni 

he school has no main gate on its entry. Although a boundary wall of 5.5” ft. is there, 

it is not sufficient. In total, there are three classrooms in the school for thirty-two 

students. For these students, two teachers have been appointed. Quite expectedly, 

only one teacher was teaching all the students together [from I to V] on the day of visit. The 

school does not have electricity connection, proper sitting facility and adequate mats for 

students to sit upon. Due to these factors, students prefer not going to school. Although there 

are two toilets for boys and girls each, but half of them are not in usable condition. A basic 

amenity, such as drinking water, is also not available in the school. Students drink impure tank 

water which is fetched 

by them only. 

Playground, too, is not 

in a usable condition, 

as it is uneven and 

filled with stones. In 

addition to that, 

students also do not get 

any play-material. As 

per the records, SMC 

meetings are conducted 

regularly. However, parents’ teacher meetings happen very rarely, mostly on special occasions. 

This acts as a hindrance in the development of the student as parents remain unaware of their 

children’s progress. No record pertaining to medical-check up was found in the school.  

Grade given by NUEPA: 9 
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GPS, MAGJI KI GATI 
Jodhpur City 

First of all, the school was not being run in a government building. The school neither had the 

boundary nor the main gate, thereby inviting animals and unauthorized people towards the 

classes. The school did not have a specific area demarcated for it. There was no electricity or 

water connection in the school. Out of the total two classrooms in the school, only one was in 

usable condition. The one which was used had a broken wall. It did not have cemented floors 

and was in a dilapidated state with no doors and no windows. The students of all the classes 

[from I to V] were sitting in this very classroom that were taught by one single teacher. Two 

teachers were appointed in the school. 

On the day of visit, only one teacher was 

teaching all the subjects to all the 

students. No attendance for the other 

teacher was recorded in the Staff 

Attendance Register. There was no 

sitting facility for the students in the 

classrooms although there were seats but 

they were not used. Although there was 

a washroom constructed, it was locked 

and no one used it. Students had to go out 

in the open for the basic amenities. On 

further inspection, it was discovered that 

the washroom was devoid of drainage 

system and water facility. This raises 

serious questions about the hygiene of the students. There was no safe and adequate drinking 

water facility in the school. The students had to fetch water from the tank made in the school. 

Teachers purchase water tanker to get the tank filled. The tank was far from the main school 

and students had to walk that far to fetch water from the tank. That very water is used for 

washing utensils and cleaning their hands. Besides it, connectivity was another problem. The 

school was not connected by a cemented road and due to its location on the hilltop it was 

difficult to reach the school. The students also face problem in reaching the school as they have 

to walk on the difficult terrain to reach the school. Students get their mid-day meal from an 

outside agency, but the utensils in which the food is served are kept in unhealthy surroundings 

Toilet  
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which raise serious questions about the health of 

the child. There is no library for the students, but a 

cupboard is maintained for the same according to 

the teacher and the students are given books, 

although when asked about the same to the 

students, it was found that they were not issued any 

books. No medical check-up has been done in the 

school and the teacher himself measures the height 

and weight of the students. However, according to 

the students, no medical check up has ever been 

conducted and the last supply of the iron tablets 

was in the year 2013 and since then no heed to the 

medical requirements of the students has ever been 

paid to. There is no playground because the school 

is situated on the hilltop and the students are provided with sports equipment like rings and 

balls and ropes according to the teacher but when asked from the students, they said that they 

are not given the equipment to play with.  

The students were taught the five subjects regularly according to the teachers, and they were 

equally fluent in all, including English, but when the students were asked to read something in 

English they were not able to do so. This clearly shows the problem of low quality education 

being provided to the students in the schools. According to the teachers, the meetings for SMC 

are held in the school. As per the register, around 14 meetings were conducted in 2015-16. But 

when students were asked about these meetings, they told that their parents do not visit the 

school premises except for 15 August and 26 January. When enquired about the same from the 

parents, they told that they never visit the school except for these two days. There was a clear 

d isparity between the information provided by teachers and parents. It also indicates there is 

no actual implementation of the provision for SMC in the school. Due to shortage of the number 

of teachers in the school, one teacher had to look after all the duties of the teacher as well as 

the headmaster. He had to teach students of different grades under the same roof. The students 

couldn’t answer basic questions on English. They were not able to read the text in their 

curriculum books, which they claimed to have studied.  

Grade given by NUEPA: 5 

Children carrying drinking water  
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GPS RADON KI DHANI 
Baori 

The school, with a small-heighted main gate and broken boundary wall, was not in a good 

condition. Prima facie, it appeared to be an invitation to animals as well as local miscreants to 

attend the school with students. It clearly indicates that the safety of the students is being 

compromised by the school authorities. There are no separate classrooms for each standard. 

Most of the classes are conducted together in which only hindi and maths is taught. 

Unfortunately, students were not even able 

to recognize english alphabets properly. It 

was also brought to our notice that 

irregular classes by teachers is the cause of 

this problem. The school has three open 

and one closed toilets. None of them was 

in usable condition. They were surrounded 

by shurbs and thorns. They were smelling 

very badly and it was extremely difficult 

for us to stand there even for a second. 

There is no water facility available inside 

the school premises. School has a tank but 

it is dry and filled with stones.  

Consequently, students bring water from 

their homes for drinking purposes as well 

as cleaning their mid-day meal utensils. 

Mid-day meal food is served by the students 

themselves. The school has an uneven playground which is not used by students as they have 

only a punctured football to play. We were not able to have access to any records pertaining to 

meetings of School Managment Committee [SMC], medical check-up and school inspection. 

We were told that no official visit happened in the school in the last one year.  

Grade given by NUEPA- 9 

 

 

Water Tank  
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GPS SINDHIYO KI SUTHARO KI DHANI 
Balesar 

Although the school had a boundary wall with a height of 5 feet, but it was incomplete from 

corners with gaps big enough to let stray cattle in. The general infrastructure of the school is 

pathetic in terms of maintenance. The main building has many cracks and the roof leaks during 

rains as per the students. The schools requires major repair but the Headmaster was ignnorant 

enough to say that the school is perfect and reuires no repair and maintenance. 

 

Students studying in Open  

Despite three classrooms in the school, none of them was used for teaching purposes. The 

classrooms were locked when the team reached the school. On getting them opened, it was 

found that they were used as store rooms and restroom for teacher(s). Students were sitting and 

studying in the open in unclean verandah without any mats to sit upon. Two teachers were 

appointed in the school. On the day of visit, only one teacher was teaching all the subjects to 

all the students. No attendance for the other teacher was recorded in the Staff Attendance 

Register.  

We were told that that there were four toilets in the school which were used by the students, 

but on inspection it was found that the washrooms were locked. Neither students use them, nor 

were they in useable condition. The toilets were blocked and didn’t have any washroom 
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equipments. On enquiry, we got to know that the students, both boys and girls resort to open 

defecation. Besides this, the students do not get anything to play. Midday meal was prepared 

using wooden stove and wood as the cook once took the stove away to her home. Resultantly, 

cylinders were kept safely, unsealed in one of the “classrooms”/storeroom. Grain and flour 

were also kept carelessly. In such state of affairs, we had no option but to conclude the visit 

with a lot of disappointment.  

Grade given by NUEPA- 9 
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GUPS ADARSH PADAM SINGH KI PANA 
Shergarh 

The school is not connected by pakka road (paving). This leads to teacher absenteeism as well 

as makes difficult for inspection 

authorities to reach the school. It does 

not have any gate at the entry. Its 

boundary wall is merely 2.5 feet high 

and broken from many sides. This acts 

as an invitation for cattle to enter into 

the school. Around two hundred 

students have been enrolled in the 

school for which only three teachers 

have been appointed. Apart from this 

problematic pupil-teacher ratio, 

classrooms are also not sufficient [six 

classrooms for I to VIII Standard]. Its 

cumulative effect is: students from 

different standards study together. 

This is one of the reasons for poor 

quality education in the school. Besides this, students are compelled to sit upon floor as 

sufficient mats are not available in the school. The school does not have usable toilets for the 

students. Toilets do not have any water. Rather, they are blocked with sand, thorny shrubs and 

stones. The school does not have drinking water facility either. Students fetch water from tank 

which serves washing as well as drinking purpose. Teachers bring water from their homes. 

Although the school has a playground but it is not leveled. There was no SMC register 

available. Thus, we could not trace the record of SMC meetings. According to the students 

parents came to the school only on the occasion of Republic Day and Independence Day. There 

was no medical checkup done in 2015-16 in the school. 

 

Grade given by NUEPA- 7 

Toilet  
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GUPS KK BAS (BHEEL BASTI) 
Phalodi 

The first thing that the members noticed about the school was how the premises had not been 

secured at all. The boundary wall was incomplete and inadequate in height (about 5 feet). There 

was no main gate at the entry. Due to this, outsiders were able to enter the school easily. This 

was evidenced by the incidents of villagers entering the school, littering and causing damage. 

The next let down was the state of the students. The children were seated indecorously on mats 

laid under a tree on the ground outside the school. The classrooms which were unlocked and 

fit for use were not being utilized for the purpose of conducting classes. The students of all the 

grades were being taught the same curriculum on a tiny blackboard, by two teachers – and 

English was not taught at all. There were no facilities for the children to play. The ground was 

extremely uneven and had indiscriminate shrubbery growth. There was one standalone slide 

and presumably one swing set. However, the swing seat was missing. There was no facility of 

a computer lab in the school. There was no facility for library or issuing books to the children. 

The only books of the school were in a tattered condition stored in a room which was being 

used for many other purposes such as cooking. The maid cooked the mid-day meal for the 

Children washing their utensils  
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children in this extremely unhygienic multi-purpose room. It was the children who would wash 

the utensils after eating with the few pails of water available in the school. There was no facility 

available for providing safe water for drinking as well as washing hands. There were three 

washrooms, one which had an Indian toilet seat (locked) and two which were open toilet spaces 

(without seat), all far from functional. The toilet seat was clogged with small rocks, leaves, 

pieces of cloth and faeces. The open toilets were entirely filled with bulky rocks, faeces, leaves 

and twigs, which did not even leave enough space for a person to be able to stand in the area. 

Although the teachers claimed that medical check-ups were conducted for the students, no 

records could be produced to testify to the same. The total number of teaching staff consisted 

of the Headmaster of the school and two teachers, all of whom were irregular and frequently 

absent. No information about the School Management Committee could be retrieved by the 

members of the Committee due to absenteeism of the Headmaster. 

Overall, the experience of the members was such that the school which has been granted an 8 

did not even deserve a 3, after keen study and observation. 

 

Grade given by NUEPA: 8 
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GPS BAJRANGNAGAR 
Baap 

The first thing the members noticed was the lack of security and protection that the school 

faced- the boundary wall was less than five feet. Even the teachers agreed that it served no real 

purpose. The school gate, which was lying in the storeroom, was not installed giving free entry 

to strangers and stray animals, among other dangers. The school had twenty two students and 

eight grades (I-VIII) and merely two teachers, out of which one was the Headmaster. Thus, the 

students were left sitting idle most of the time and the general level of teaching in the school 

was quite deplorable. The only subjects being taught were Maths, Science, Sanskrit and Hindi, 

that too irregularly. English and Social Studies were not taught at all. There was no place or 

equipment for the children to play. The ground was barren and the school did not provide any 

sports material to them. 

The total of five classrooms that the school had would anyway have been inadequate to 

accommodate eight grades. Out of those, only two were used as classrooms. One was utilised 

as a kitchen while the other two were locked, purportedly due to inadequate number of teachers 

and students. Grades IV, V, VI and Grades VII and VIII were taught together. Considering the 

different curriculums and varied levels of development, even the little education they got was 

No Gate on the Entry  
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hampered. The only exposure that the children could have had to computers would have been 

through school but it had no computer lab. There was no library facility either. The school had 

15 books to its name, that lay among garbage and sacks in the storeroom, in a state of utter 

disrespect. 

The general condition of the school building was pitiable. The kitchen shed was in a perishable 

state. Shockingly, it was regularly inhabited by snakes and pigeons leading to one of the 

classrooms being used as a kitchen. The open classrooms were not in a much better condition- 

the ground was broken and the roofs leaked. The rooms had electricity connection but the fans 

did not work due to the leaking roofs, exposing the children to unbearable heat all day long. 

Further, the children were exposed to highly unsanitary and unhygienic conditions. The school 

had three toilets, two for boys and 

one for girls, and only one of them 

had a toilet seat. They were not 

used by the students because they 

were blocked with sand and faeces 

and neither had any water or hand 

wash facilities. Hence, the 

students had to defecate in the 

open, behind some bushes near the 

school building. The health 

hazards did not end there. The 

school had no water purifier and 

the drinking water came from an 

uncovered tank that was grimy 

and full of cobwebs. No records 

existed for medical check-ups 

either though the members were 

told that they were conducted and 

the last one was done in 

September, 2015. 

Gate lying in the Store Room  
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There are no records 

available as to any SMCs 

that may have been 

conducted in the past, 

though some students did 

say that their parents did 

come and meet the teachers 

monthly. The teachers felt 

that the parents were 

generally not interested in 

meeting the teachers. 

Overall, it was observed 

after a few interactions that 

parents prefer to send their children to private schools due to poor facilities and lack of teaching 

in the school. Thus, the school has an inadequate population of twenty two students. All factors- 

irregular and low quality of teaching, health hazards and no proper facilities- combine, and the 

students do not receive any proper development. Apart from suffering academically, they do 

not have any other exposure either due to lack of a library, computer lab and playground.  

Grade given by NUEPA: 8 
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GPS CHOWKIDARON GODARON MEGHWALON KI DHANI 

Bhopalgarh 

The school had poor connectivity and the road leading up to it was not paved and in a generally 

bad state. While the school had acceptable security in the form of a seven feet tall boundary 

wall, the condition inside left much to desire. The members noticed that the students had no 

place to play as the ground was barren and covered with broken bricks and stones. Furthermore, 

the school did not provide the students with any sports equipment. The school had thirty one 

students, five grades (I-V) and merely two teachers, one of them being the Headmaster. The 

general level of teaching in the school was disappointing and regular classes were not 

conducted. The subjects being taught were English, Environmental Studies, Math and Hindi. 

In Math, the students had 

been taught basic addition, 

subtraction, multiplication 

and division, questions 

relating to which some 

older students were able to 

answer. However, they 

were not taught English 

regularly and the students 

were unable to read even 

simple passages or spell 

basic words. The school 

had a total of two rooms, 

which were highly insufficient. 

Of these, one was locked. When opened, a repulsive sight greeted the members.     

The floor was covered with two-three inches of bird refuse. The room had been left open during 

the summer vacations which had led to its reaching this state. The teachers explained that it 

could not be cleaned thereafter as the verandah, without any fan and the students had to cope 

Classroom filled with Pigeon Refuge 
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with the intolerable heat all day 

long. The students of all the 

grades were taught together. This 

had an additional detrimental 

effect on the already inadequate 

education that they were getting 

and the younger students had 

learnt significantly little. The 

only exposure that the children 

could have had to computers 

would have been through school 

but it had no computer lab. There 

was no library facility either. The 

school had 35 spare books, including comic books, which lay unused in a trunk and stacked in 

the kitchen-cum-storeroom. They were neither issued to the students nor used by them.  The 

school building was in a state of utter disrepair- there was water leakage, broken floors and no 

furniture. The state of the locked room and the kitchen shed has already been pointed out and 

calls for immediate intervention. This was not the end of the unsanitary conditions the students 

were exposed to. There were three toilets for girls and three toilets for boys, one each having a 

toilet seat. But these were in a state absolutely unfit for use, being full of sand, broken stones 

and bricks, and in one case clogged with garbage. They had no water facility or hand wash 

facility. In fact, though the school did have a water tank, it did not contain any water leaving 

the entire school bereft of water (the reason the room could not be cleaned). There were no 

annual medical 

check-ups and 

the same were 

conducted 

only once in 

two years. 

Water Tank 

Broken Floor  
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The students were served with mid-day meals, prepared by a maid but washed their own 

utensils thereafter. Apart from this, during the school hours where they were supposed to be 

studying, the students were made to clean the school premises, fetch water, serve tea/ water 

etc. Two meetings of the SMC had happened over the course of a year, one on August 15 and 

the other on January 26. The feedback of the parents was that they wanted the teachers to teach 

more often while the teachers wished that the parents would come to the school more often, 

around once a month.   

The school suffered from an 

abject lack of basic facilities 

like water, which left the 

students vulnerable to 

extreme hardships. The 

education (or lack thereof) 

that they are receiving is not 

serving towards their 

development. Additionally, 

they are being exposed to 

health hazards through 

unhygienic conditions like the 

room which has been covered 

in bird refuse for months. The 

sorry state of affairs calls for 

immediate help.   

Grade given by NUEPA: 10 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

A field study with bitter experiences is tend to culminate into a plethora of recommendations. 

Some may seem to fare better on the touchstone of practicality while others might be a result 

of emotional outburst. But here we have tried to keep out the emotional element and have 

strived hard to keep our recommendations true to practical application. The recommendations 

have been prepared after extensive discussions with various stake holders such as school 

authorities, students, parents, administrative authorities, etc. Equal time and effort has been 

spent on preparing recommendations.  

Major Recommendations 

We propose the following two recommendations as our major recommendations followed by 

certain alternative recommendations which would compensate in case the major 

recommendations are not accepted immediately. 

1. One School Per 20 

This is a major recommendation and proposal we wish to make. A lucrative side of private 

schools is that they provide all worldly facilities to its students along with effective teachers. 

These facilities include transportation by buses, safe drinking water using water coolers and 

purifiers, regular computer classes, etc. All these facilities act as a lucrative rat bate for the 

students as well as their families. On the contrary, government schools as seen above lack even 

the most basic of infrastructure. Neither safe drinking water, nor clean toilets could be seen in 

majority of the schools. Moreover, lack of adequate staff in the system has been terribly 

haunting the system. Another problem which the teachers face is that some days they have only 

10-15 students to teach and that too of all 5 standards combined. Such low attendance and 

turnout of students demotivates a teacher.  

Pondering upon this a lot, our team found out that a major drawback of government schools is 

that the Government in order to provide education to all, has opened government schools in 

every corner of the State. In every one kilometre we can find a primary or upper primary school. 

Consequently, these schools suffer from shortage of students and adequate staff. Therefore 

we’ve found a better way to make Government schools lucrative as well as effective.  

Accordingly, the Government should merge 20 schools into one school and open a Senior 

Secondary School at the central point of the cluster of merged schools. According to our study 

there is atleast one GSSS for every 9 GPS/GUPS schools. Hence merging all schools and 
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creating one single schools will reduce multiplicity of expenditure saving money to provide 

better infrastructure. This might bring in a possibility of students not travelling on their own to 

such far off place where the single Model School exists. This problem has been taken care off 

by adding transportation facility in the model school and that too without any increase in budget 

assuming. Similarly other infrastructural upgradations have been added to the model school. 

Following are the cost comparative tables if the government opens 20 different schools (12 

GPS, 6 GUPS and 2 GSSS) in different nearby locations [Table 1] and if the government 

merges all the school and opens up one single school at the centre of these locations [Table 2.1 

and 2.2]. Expenditure incurred in Table 1 [20 different schools] have been taken minimum and 

expenditures in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 [One Schools instead of 20] have been taken at maximum 

under the principle of conservatism. In short first table reflects the least which the government 

is spending currently and table 2 reflects the maximum which the government will have to 

spend if it accepts the recommendation.   
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TABLE 1: 

EXPENDITURE ON 20 DIFFERENT SCHOOLS 

St. No. Expenditure Head No. Cost Total Grand Total 

1.  Salary 

A. Teachers 

1. 3rd Grade in GPS 

2. Gups 

a. 3rd Grade 

b. 2nd Grade 

3. GSSS 

a. 3rd Grade 

b. 2nd Grade 

c. 1st Grade 

d. Principal 

 

B. Cooks 

a. GPS 

b. GUPS 

c. GSSS 

 

 

12 

 

7 

3 

 

5 

3 

3 

1 

 

 

7 

6 

3 

 

 

32,500 

 

32,500 

38,281 

 

32,500 

38,281 

49,350 

59,920 

 

 

1000 

1000 

1000 

 

 

46,80,000 

 

27,30,000 

13,78,116 

 

19,50,000 

13,78,116 

17,76,600 

7,19,040 

 

 

77,000 

66,000 

33,000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3,00,26,744 

C.  Total(1A+1B)                                                                       1,47,87,872                                                                                

D.  Teaching Learning Material  24  500 12,000 

E.  Fixed Expenses (SFG, SDG and 

Cleanliness) 

A. GPS 

B. GUPS 

C. GSSS 

 

 

6 

3 

1 

 

 

 

15000 

19,500 

55,000 

 

 

90,000 

68,500 

55,000 

F.  Total (3A to 3C )                                                                      2,13,500                                                                                             

G.  Grand Total For 10 Schools (2+3+5)                                 1,50,13,372                      

 Grand Total For 20 Schools (6 X 2) 

 

 

 

 

THE IDEA: LAAC MODEL SCHOOL 

Instead of having 20 small, underequipped and understaffed schools at different locations, it is 

advisable to have one single school which makes good for all 20 and provides something better. 

Such a school is a great package in competing with other private schools and that too without 

incurring any extravagant expenditure. We’ve tried to adjust proposal of the best in class school 
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into the expenditure which the government is currently incurring on 20 different schools. The 

idea has been supplied with figures exactly based on the figures of Block Osian which we 

covered during our study. Osian has been selected as because it is the block which has most 

primary schools hence the least spent on block.  

 The LAAC model School consists of 2150 students (1200 in Classes 1st to 5th, 500 in Classes 

6th to 8th and 350 in Classes 9th to 12th) who would be studying in 56 classrooms. The School 

has all three streams in Senior Secondary i.e. Arts, Commerce and Science with 58 teachers of 

different categories along with a Principal. The school, because of it being situated at a central 

point, has a designated transport facility given on contract basis so that students do not have to 

walk from far off villages to study. The school has regular computer classes with 20 computers, 

better infrastructure, Air conditioned computer lab and good quality coolers in every 

classroom. Another major feature of the school is that it has the best in class security with 

around 70 security cameras and 24 X 7 security by 3 guards one each in three shifts. The school 

has four water coolers of 20 ltrs each along with the best in class water purifiers. The school 

does not even compromise with recreational facilities as it possess different sports equipment, 

board games and a separate room for recreational activities. Unlike majority of primary schools 

we visited, this model school has furniture in all the classes from primary to senior secondary. 

Moreover we’ve tried to ensure utmost cleanliness by making a provision for appointing 5 

sweepers at a salary of Rs.6000 per month.  

A major complaint during our visits have been received from the cook cum helpers with respect 

to their salary which is a meagre amount of Rs.1000 per month. Another was from students 

that they have to wash their utensils after having Mid-day meal. We’ve tried to bring a common 

solution for both these problems. We’ve made provision to hire 15 cook cum helpers who will 

cook food for 1850 students and then clean all utensils including plates of students. For this 

they’ll be given a three time more salary. This means thrice the present salary for working 4 

hours a day which is more than the prescribed minimum wage.  

Another major feature of the school would be its fully furnished library with book shelves, 

great books, and a quiet and decent environment. A librarian to keep track of all the books so 

received and issued and a computer to make his work easier. Two other computers would also 

be installed in the clerk room and principal’s office so as to smoothen their work and to keep 

the school connected with the global world through a high speed broadband internet 
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connection. Other major infrastructural facilities are specifically reflected in table 2.1 along 

with the cost to be borne for the same. 

The cost of construction of this model school has not been included in the proposal as we feel 

that the same would be borne by selling the property of 20 other schools which are being 

merged. Hence this would not be a major expenditure being reimbursed automatically.  

We would like to mention it again at the cost of repetition that all these facilities can be 

provided without spending anything more than what the government is presently spending. 

Thus this is a win-win situation making it easier for the officials by reducing their burden and 

relaxing the authorities by making inspections easier.  
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TABLE 2.1: 

LAAC MODEL: ONE SCHOOL INSTEAD OF 20 

Expenditure other than Salaries 

St. 

No. 

Item Units Cost (In Rs.) Total 

1.  Electricity 370  5/unit 5,50,000 

2.  Infrastructure 

a. Dustbin  

b. CCTV 

c. Tube lights  

d. Air Cooler 

e. Fans  

f. Water Purifier 

g. Water Cooler 

h. Sports Equipment 

 

20 

5 sets 

112 

60 

120 

4 

4 

- 

 

400 

40000 

200 

10000 

1200 

12000 

75000 

- 

 

8000 

2,00,000 

22,400 

6,00,000 

1,44,000 

48,000 

3,00,000 

20,000 

3.  Total (2.a to 2.h) 13,42,400 

4.  Furniture 

a. Chairs  

b. Large Tables for 

library and staff room 

c. Stools 

d. Shelves  

e. Small tables 

f. Table chair set 

g. Small Tables 

 

120 

 

19 

 

82 

10 

319 

450 

56 

 

600 

 

3500 

 

242 

2000 

1000 

2200 

1500 

 

72,000 

 

66,500 

 

19844 

20,000 

3,19,000 

9,90,000 

84,000 

5.  Total (4.a to 4.g) 15,71,344 

6.  Computer Lab 

a. Computer  

b. Air Conditioner  

c. Internet  

 

23 

1 

12 Months 

 

15000 

40,000 

2000 

 

3,45,000 

40,000 

24000 

7.  Total (6.a+6.b+6.c) 4,09,000 

8.  Transportation  2150 Students 150 35,47,500 

9.  Miscl. - - 50,000 

Grand Total (1+3+5+7+8+9) 74,70,244 
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Table 2.2 

LAAC MODEL: ONE SCHOOL INSTEAD OF 20 

Expenditure other than Salaries 

 

Hence if the government accepts this recommendation it will only have to incur some cost on 

fixed assets and the recurring cost will remain either same or will reduce contingent upon 

various other factors.  

Note: Some items included in Table 2.1 such as fans, computers, furniture might be available 

in the existing 20 schools which are being merged together. Hence this will save cost of the 

government although we have included the costs assuming that nothing is available in these 20 

schools. 

 

 

St. No.  Employee No. of Employees Salary {per 

month} 

No. of 

Months 

Total 

1.  LDC 1 21,150 12 2,53,800 

2.  UDC 1 23,970 12 2,87,640 

3.  Peon 2 12,220 12 2,69,280 

4.  Security Guard 3 8,000 12 2,88,000 

5.  Sweepers 5 6,000 11 3,30,000 

6.  Teachers 3rd 

Grade 

40 32,500 12 1,56,00,000 

7.  Teachers 2nd 

Grade 

6 38,281 12 27,56,232 

8.  Teachers 1st 

Grade 

12 49,350 12 71,06,400 

9.  Principal 1 59,920 12 7,19,040 

10.  Cook 15 3000 11 4,95,000 

11.  Librarian, PTI, 

Art Teacher 

3 32,500 12 11,70,000 

Total Table 2.2:                                                   2,92,75,392 

 

Grand Total (Table 2.1 + Table 2.2)                                  3,67,45,636 
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2. Promotion and Marketing:  

This is an area where private schools have an edge over the government schools. A private 

school publicises even the smallest of its achievements and accolades. One may find numerous 

posters boasting of even the lowest passing results. But one does not find out any such news 

about government schools. Every year a lot of meritorious students studying in Government 

schools clear examinations with high grades. May achieve high accolades in sports and other 

events. But the same gets unnoticed and ignored. Publicizing such achievements will definitely 

attract students towards government schools.  

Moreover various government school alumni have attain highest of posts in different 

government jobs and are high ranking officials. Some other have been very famous artists, etc. 

Association of the schools with such alumni must be promoted so as to let people know the 

capability of a student studying from that school. This will motivate people and encourage 

parents to send their wards to such schools. This promotion can be done at every block level. 

The achievement of every school in a block should be displayed at block headquarters in form 

of hoardings and posters along with various other material.   

Alternative Recommendations 

1. Photo Identity Card for Every Teacher: When we visited some schools, we could not 

identify whether the person in the responsibility of teacher was actually a government 

appointed teacher or someone acting on his behalf. In some schools we suspected that 

the person wasn’t actually a teacher but somebody else posing as teacher in the absence 

of the actual teacher. Thus every teacher should compulsorily have an identity card 

mandated to be carried to the school on the lines of a driving license. This makes it easy 

to identify the genuineness of the person present as teacher.  

2. Independent Inspection Authority: Although a Resource Person and Nodal officer 

have been appointed to visit and inspect the school. But their inspection seemed to us 

as mere formality. Being of the same teaching fraternity the inspecting authorities are 

not very inclined to take strict action against defaulting teachers, etc. thus an 

independent agency such as a Central Government or State Government University 

should be appointed as an authority to pay surprise inspections to these schools. Thus 

this will be helpful in providing the true and correct picture of the situation.  
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3. Electricity Connection in Every GPS and GUPS: While every GSS and GSSS had 

electric connection along and basic facilities such as lights and fans, but the condition 

of primary and upper primary schools seemed to be dismal. Student had to study in the 

scorching heat of summers without even a fan in the classrooms. Thus we recommend 

to have basic electric appliance along with electric connection in all the schools.  

4. Availability of Safe drinking Water:  availability of safe drinking water has been 

considered as a fundamental right by the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India. But the 

condition in all government schools seemed to defy the mandate of the courts. Majority 

of schools did not have safe drinking water and very few had a water purifier. But to 

provide healthy and safe drinking water it is required that a water supply connection be 

made available and a water purifier be installed in every school.  

5. One Computer for Each School: This might seem a bit unreasonable and expensive 

recommendation but the amount of time spent by the school teachers in filling papers, 

sending and receiving posts from far off post offices, demands a computer per school 

to perform clerical activities and to promote Digital India plan throughout the school. 

This may help teachers save a lot of time and focus on teaching more.  

6. Sewage and Drainage for Toilets:  We would like to bring to your notice that though 

toilets have been constructed in almost all schools, there is a drainage problem in the 

toilets. Ample money has been spent but it is being utilized only in constructing the 

structure and the drainage has been completely ignored along with a facility of hand 

wash.  

7. Encouragement of Co-Curricular and Extra-curricular Activities: Government 

school students do not seem to be participating in various Extra and Co-Curricular 

activities such as debates, sports, etc. This culture prevailed mostly in primary and 

upper primary schools. Not only for the all-round development but also to motivate 

other students it is important to organize such activities and encourage students to 

participate in such activities. 

8. Security of School: In lot of schools it was seen that the boundary walls were not 

enough to protect the school. Villagers and other anti-social elements tend to harm the 

property of the school and steal articles such as gas cylinders, utensils, etc. These people 

also tend to defecate in the school premises and drink alcohol there. Thus it is required 
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to have a strict security arrangement for every schools. It may be in form of a security 

guard for every school or a centralized CCTV camera system with one camera per 

school.  

These recommendations if accepted can help in improvement of conditions of government 

schools and thus may help in improvisation of education standards and effective literacy rate. 

We’ve tried to make these recommendations as practical as possible. Moreover these do not 

involve any extravagant cost to be borne by the government.  
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CONCLUSION 

In India we are facing a problem of with such a literacy which is proving to be useless in 

competitive global market. Though the gross literacy is increasing, but the ‘effective rate of 

literacy’ is stagnant if not decreasing. Effective rate of literacy is the capacity of a literate to 

withstand and understand in the global environment. To use his literacy in the market to earn 

his living. What the schools are imparting presently is merely literacy which fails when brought 

out of the Boswell. Hence there is extreme need to bring up the literacy levels. 

Most government schools that were visited by the members for this purpose were in a pathetic 

condition with no proper infrastructural facilities (boundary walls of the school building, 

absence of desks and doors in the classroom) for the children to study in, no safe drinking water 

and non-availability of other basic amenities like the facility of a functional toilet for boys and 

girls within the premises of the school. This is exacerbated by the fact that accountability 

systems for teachers are weak, resulting in high absenteeism and poor quality teaching. The 

reasons for such faulty implementation of the RTE when looked into, led to the members 

enquiring the concerned authorities about the fund allocation of the grants that the Government 

provides. RTE directs government schools to have a functioning SMC, an executive body that 

further creates the School Development Plan and is accountable for the expenditure of all funds 

that the school receives. Most schools do not formulate the SDP and when the plan is made,  

the process is akin to a mechanical checklist exercise where pre-prescribed formats are filled 

with little to negligible deliberation. The worst problem, by far, is that school level needs and 

demands are not reflected in the district plan process. And given the system’s limited capacity 

to respond to requests, the probability of receiving money when demand is placed is also very 

variable. These gaps in planning and budgeting result in a large amount of unspent money 

parked in school accounts across the country. 

Further, there are other problems of the schools being understaffed in so far as the teachers are 

required to carry out various other obligations that is beyond their job description. Solely 

teachers and other staff members in charge of the management and working of the schools 

cannot be targeted to be answerable about the working of the schools as there are many issues 

that they also face like lack of parental interest in the education of children either because 

uneducated parents do not value education or because the economic returns to education are 

too low, poverty and the consequent need for child labour, poor quality of supply, in terms of 

impoverished school infrastructure and lack of teachers etc. 
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All this has been for various reasons ranging from multiplicity of expenditure by having 

schools at various places near to each other, by no frequent inspections by independent 

authority, and by lot other factors. But the situation can be prevented and enhanced if the 

recommendations given above are strictly followed and complied with.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To be continued…………… 

 

 

 


